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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

         

Thank you for booking your ceremony with MSC Cruises. This check-list form serves to register all 

arrangements, please forward it to your MSC operator once the ceremony package is loaded in DTS: 
  

 

Embarking on MSC __|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__   in the port of __|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__  on D/M/Y  __|__ / __|__  / 20__|__     
 

Package*  □  SILVER    □ GOLD    □ PLATINUM.         Booking Ref __|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__ 
 

First name & family name groom __|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__| 
 

First name & family name bride   __|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__| 
 

 

CABIN Number:  __|__|__|__|__|                 Names on cake:  __|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__ 
 

Preferred** day for ceremony, if any (date time lounge can be confirmed ON BOARD only):  ___________   

No. of Guests ___   □ sailing or  □ visitors *** ;   if more than 6 guests: No. of WEDDSUP loaded ____     
 

If it’s a surprise: for who? □ couple or  □ bride or □ _____ ;  who to contact ____________________ 
 

Extra requests payable aboard: _________________________________________________________ 

 

Additional notes: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

***  IMPORTANT PACKAGE DETAILS ***  
 
 

- The package includes cake and sparkling wine for up to 8 participants only (i.e. couple + 6 guests, ages 3/older count as guests) 

- * A supplement of €5 or equivalent is to be charged as WEDDSUP in DTS for each participant above No. of 8 (including children) 

- ** The exact date, time and lounge will be confirmed only on embarkation day  (avoid homeports, sea days are the best option) 

- *** If guests are visitors, please note there are timing and operational restrictions to be considered according to the port in object 

- If the package is a surprise, the unaware person will be invited to attend a Captain cocktail as a cover (unless otherwise requested) 

- The ceremony is of symbolic value and can be purchased until one week before sailing, by loading in DTS and forwarding the form 

- Cancellation of the package is treated as per the cancellation policy on MSC Cruises brochure and mscevents is to be advised. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

By signing this form I agree to the processing of the above data for the purpose of organizing the event requested and I acknowledge that 
my requests on this form reflect accurately. I also acknowledge that any requirements not stipulated on this form cannot be fulfilled by the 
Wedding Planner aboard. I acknowledge further that the arrangements captured on this form are only requests and MSC will do 
everything in its power to fulfill them, however for reasons of unforeseen circumstances (such as weather) it may not be possible. 
 

I also waive all rights to any claim for the use of my photo recorded by MSC representatives at our party (this clause is discretionary). 
 
 

Name: ______________________ address: ________________________________________ 
 

 

Signed: ______________________________       Tel. _______________    Date ___ /___ /____ 
 

Please return this form duly completed to your MSC Reservation Agent ASAP: 
 

Name ________________________  e-mail _____________________ Tel _______________ 
 

The MSC agent will forward this document to the MSC Events Planner to obtain confirmation.  The Travel agent shall be responsible for informing the 
Guests that their order has been confirmed. Once the package has been added in DTS, the MSC AGENT has to forward this form to mscevents@mscctd.it 

 
Thank you for your cooperation,  MSC EVENTS 


